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Abstract

Using natural language processing to create Structured �ery Language (SQL)
queries has many bene�ts in theory. Even though SQL is an expressive and pow-
erful language it requires certain technical knowledge to use. An interface ef-
fectively utilizing natural language processing would instead allow the user to
communicatewith the SQL database as if theywere communicatingwith another
human being. In this paper I compare how two of the currently most advanced
open source algorithms (TypeSQL and SyntaxSQL) in this �eld can understand
advanced SQL. I show that SyntaxSQL is signi�cantly more accurate but makes
some sacri�ces in execution time compared to TypeSQL.
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1 Introduction

Using Natural Language Processing (NLP) to create Structured�ery Language (SQL) queries
has many bene�ts in theory. Even though SQL is an expressive and powerful language it re-
quires certain technical knowledge to use. An interface e�ectively utilizingNLPwould instead
allow the user to communicate with the SQL database as if they were communicating with
another human being. Over the years countless di�erent NLP to SQL methods has been de-
veloped. With all the di�erent options available it is di�cult to know which one to choose in
what circumstance. In general, the algorithms can be divided into being syntax or semantics
focused. For example, the classic and probably most popular NLP to SQL method is called
keyword spo�ing [2]. �e basic idea is to have a large corpus which can classify what words
are important in a sentence for constructing a SQL query. A�er �nding the keywords in a
sentence, they can be ranked and parsed into a corresponding SQL query. Since this method
only looks at individual words and does not look at the meaning of the sentence as a whole, it
falls into the syntax centered category. To understand the semantics of a query, the algorithm
will typically make use of machine learning instead [2]. �e neural network will typically be
trained by having it look at a large dataset of questions and desired SQL queries. Recently
there has been e�orts to construct algorithms with help of machine learning which can trans-
late any natural language question to SQL. In this paper, I will compare two such algorithms
(TypeSQL [21] and SyntaxSQLNet [22]) which both aims to improve on the popular SQLNet
[18] algorithm in di�erent ways. �ese algorithms were chosen as they currently seems to be
the most advanced open-source algorithms available for translating natural language to SQL.
�e comparison will be made using metrics provided by the Spider dataset [23]. Where the
Spider dataset is a large NLP to SQL dataset which primarily aims to teach and test under-
standing of advanced SQL.

1.1 Purpose and Research�estions

In order to �nd the algorithms di�erent strengths and weaknesses and how their perfor-
mance compares I’m asking the following question. What is the component matching, exact
matching and execution accuracy of TypeSQL and SyntaxSQLNet on questions in the Spider
dataset? �e expected result is that TypeSQL will have higher accuracy for simple questions
while SyntaxSQLNet can handle predicting complex ones be�er. �is assumption is made
since SyntaxSQLNet aims to primarily improve understanding of advanced SQL statements
while TypeSQL adds a type system which aims to be more of a general improvement of SQL-
Net.

Both algorithms will by default run with a 5GB large word embedding which maps words
and phrases to vectors of real numbers. �ese purpose of this word embedding is to make the
algorithms be�er at identifying the semantics of a word in the question. Since the word em-
bedding providedwith the algorithms is a large �le which takes quite a bit space and resources
to work with there is reason for wanting to exclude it. �erefore I’m asking what is the com-
ponent matching, exact matching and execution accuracy of TypeSQL and SyntaxSQLNet on
questions in the Spider dataset when including and excluding the use of a large word embed-
ding? �e expected result is that using the word embedding does give a signi�cant increase
in accuracy but that the algorithms still can perform alright without it.

Another interesting aspect to look at is which algorithm runs faster in what circumstance.
So, how does the amount of time needed to create a prediction for questions in the Spider
dataset compare between TypeSQL and SyntaxSQLNet? Since SyntaxSQLNet adds quite a bit
of extra logic to be�er understand more SQL keywords besides SELECT and WHERE I expect
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it to be slightly slower than TypeSQL.

1.2 Delimitations

�is thesis delimitations lies in only comparing TypeSQL and SyntaxSQL with the metrics
used in the Spider dataset [23]. Meaning I will only be comparing two quite similar algorithms
and analyze their di�erences in the scope provided by the Spider dataset.

2 Related Work

An introduction to the topic and history of NLP was given in [2]. While an introduction
to using NLP to SQL was given in [5]. When it comes to machine learning Goldberg [6]
presented the basic principles for applying neural networks to NLP in a tutorial manner. �e
recent trends of the subject was reviewed in [13].

�e Spider dataset, TypeSQL algorithm and SyntaxSQL algorithms are all available for down-
load at github [16], [15], [14]. Where both the dataset and algorithms have accompanying
papers [23], [21], [22]. �e work on Spider was inspired by the work on the WikiSQL dataset
[12] which was released alongside the Seq2SQL algorithm [24]. �e work on WikiSQL is in
turn inspired by the work on other domain-speci�c datasets such as Geo-�ery [3] and ATIS
[10]. �e SQLNet algorithm [18] which TypeSQL and SyntaxSQLNet are based on does in turn
aim to be an improvement on the Seq2SQL algorithm [24]. Some other algorithms evaluated
using the Spider dataset includes GNN [1] and IRNET [7].

�e problem of parsing natural language to SQL can be seen as specialized form of amore gen-
eral semantic parsing problem. One interesting general natural language to code algorithm
was described by Pengcheng Yin and Graham Neubig [19].

3 �eoretical Background

�is section will brie�y explain the di�erent algorithms, dataset and metrics used in the com-
parison.

3.1 Datasets

To e�ectively train a neural network for a NLP to SQL task the dataset must have a large
enough scale and high-quality data which maps realistic natural language questions to a cor-
responding SQL query. Without these two a�ributes, the networkwould neither learn enough
or properly be able to understand human questions. �e Spider dataset ful�lls both these at-
tributes by having 10181 questions and 5693 corresponding complex SQL queries which are
all hand-wri�en. An example of a question to sql pair inside the Spider dataset could be ”What
are the name and budget of the departments with average instructor salary greater than the
overall average?” where the dataset would expect the following SQL query as an answer:

SELECT T2.name, T2.budget
FROM instructor as T1

JOIN department as T2 on T1.department_id = T2.id
GROUP BY T1.department_id
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HAVING avg(T1.salary) > (SELECT avg(salary) FROM instructor)

�e question of how to most e�ectively teach a NLP to SQL algorithm and measure its accu-
racy is still an open discussion. �e spider dataset aims to test an algorithm’s ability to create
complex queries. As illustrated in the chart (Figure 1) the Spider dataset focuses on queries
which involves nesting as well as HAVING, GROUP BY and ORDER BY statements.

Figure source: [20]

Figure 1: Shows what di�erent NL-to-SQL datasets covers with respect to their size.

�e major problem with most open-source datasets such as ATIS, Geo and Academic [8] is
that they are domain speci�c and lack the scale to su�ciently train a model to be useful in
any database outside the domain. WikiSQL is however an interesting contender which has
the scale to properly train amodel to understand basic SQL. However, the dataset does not test
for more than basic SQL since it only requires the model to understand simple queries with
SELECT and WHERE clauses. Also noteworthy is the fact that each database in the WikiSQL
dataset consists of a simple table without any foreign keys. Spider does on the other hand
have a total of 200 databases which each have multiple tables and complex schemas.

3.2 Metrics

�e metrics used in this thesis are the same as the ones described in [23]. �ese metrics are
Component Matching, Exact Matching and Execution Accuracy. �e Component Matching
metric checks a model’s performance on di�erent SQL components. Where each compo-
nent is a SQL keyword such as SELECT, WHERE and GROUP BY. Each component is divided
into sets of sub-components which the algorithm then checks if it matches the expected sets
of sub-components. Each component is evaluated independently and have slightly di�erent
requirements. For example, some components have order constraints, while others do not.
�e Exact Matching metric checks if every part of the SQL is correct. �is occurs when all
components in the query matches expectations. While the Execution Accuracy checks if the
generated SQL produces the correct result. Which is important to check alongside the other
metrics as there are o�en multiple di�erent SQL queries which produces the correct answer.
However it can sometimes also be misleading as incorrect queries could also produce the
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correct result. Imagine for example a query supposed to return NULL.

Spider also divides the questions into four di�erent categories; easy, medium, hard and extra
hard. �e di�culty classi�cation is based on the number of SQL components, selections, and
conditions. Where the easy di�culty for example typically tests the same basic understand-
ing of SELECT and WHERE as WikiSQL. �e di�culties a�er easy requires more and more
keywords to be used. An example of questions and answers for each hardness level could be
the following.

Easy
What is the number of cars with more than 4 cylinders?

SELECT COUNT(*)
FROM cars_data
WHERE cylinders > 4

Medium
For each stadium, how many concerts are there?

SELECT T2.name, COUNT(*)
FROM concert AS T1 JOIN stadium AS T2
ON T1.stadium_id = T2.stadium_id
GROUP BY T1.stadium_id

Hard
Which countries in Europe have at least 3 car manufacturers?

SELECT T1.country_name
FROM countries AS T1 JOIN continents
AS T2 ON T1.continent = T2.cont_id
JOIN car_makers AS T3 ON
T1.country_id = T3.country
WHERE T2.continent = 'Europe'
GROUP BY T1.country_name
HAVING COUNT(*) >= 3

Extra hard
What is the average life expectancy in the countries where English is not the o�cial language?

SELECT AVG(life_expectancy)
FROM country
WHERE name NOT IN

(SELECT T1.name
FROM country AS T1 JOIN
country_language AS T2
ON T1.code = T2.country_code
WHERE T2.language = "English"
AND T2.is_official = "T")

3.3 SQLNet

�e SQLNet algorithm which both TypeSQL and SyntaxSQLNet are based on aims to improve
on so called sequence-to-sequence models such as Seq2SQL [24]. �e primary problem with
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the sequence-to-sequence model is that they su�er from the orders ma�er problem. Consider
for example the following SQL queries which both asks for all european countries with a
population over 10 million:

SELECT country
WHERE continent='Europe' AND

population > 10000000

SELECT country
WHERE population > 10000000 AND

continent='Europe'

�e queries have the same semantics but they are syntactically di�erent. A sequence-to-
sequence style model tend to struggle interpreting these queries correctly [17]. SQLNet tries
to solve this problem by introducing a sequence-to-set model where the order does not ma�er.
�is is done with a unique sketch syntax (Figure 2) which is designed to be generic enough
to cover all SQL queries the WikiSQL task could demand.

Figure source: [18]

Figure 2: Shows SQLNet sketch syntax along with a graph demonstrating its dependencies.

�e keywords starting with ”$” indicate slots to be �lled with di�erent values. �e meaning
for the di�erent keywords in the sketch is as follows:

• $AGG can either be an empty token or one of the aggregation operators,

• $COLUMN is a table column name,

• $VALUE is a sub-string of the natural language question,

• $OP can be one of {=, <, >},

• (...)* indicates that there can be zero or more AND clauses.

�e primary idea with the sketch is for the neural network to then predict the content for each
slot inside the sketch in a way that the order does not ma�er. For example, the column names
that can appear in the WHERE clause can be seen as a subset of all possible column names.
�e algorithm can then simply predict which column names to choose from this subset. To
be more speci�c the prediction of whether or not to include a column in the WHERE clause is
computed as:

Pwherecol (col |Q) = σ (uTc Ecol + u
T
q EQ ) (1)

Where:
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• col is a column name,

• Q is a natural language question,

• σ is the sigmoid function,

• Ecol is an embedding of the column name,

• EQ is an embedding of the question,

• uTc and uTq are vectors of trainable variables.

�e embeddings Ecol and EQ are then computed as hidden states in a Bi-Directional Long
Short Term Memory Network (BI-LSTM) [24]. Important to note here is that the column
names and questions do not share their weights. With this approach the decision of whether
or not to include a particular column in the WHERE clause can be made independently from
other columns.

SQLNet also uses an a�ention structure called column a�ention. It tries to make the network
remember useful informationwhen predicting a column name be�er. �e basic idea being that
a word such as "number" is likely to be more relevant when predicting a "No." column.
�is importance is captured by also addingweights to each token in the question. Furthermore
SQLNet also makes use of a large word embedding which it uses to �nd the semantics of a
word in the question to be�er classify it.

3.4 TypeSQL

TypeSQL expands on the sketch-based approach and slot �lling problem introduced by SQL-
Net by adding a type system. �e primary idea behind the types being to add more meaning
to rare entities and numbers speci�c to the underlying database. For each word in a question
TypeSQL will either assign it with a type of none, column, number or pick a type from a
knowledge graph. Where the knowledge graph directly says what a word should be catego-
rized as. �e column type is given to any word which references a table column, while the
number type is given to any numeric value. Finally, the none type given to any word which
is neither in the knowledge graph or can be classi�ed as a column or number.

TypeSQL uses the same sketch as SQLNet but renames some of the keywords to create a clear
separation between any SELECT column and condition columns. �e sketch with the new
names being:

SELECT $AGG $SELECT_COL
SELECT $COND_COL $OP $COND_VAL
(AND $COND_COL $OP $COND_VAL)*

�e architecture of TypeSQL as well as how it may assign types to each word in a question
and creates a prediction is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure source: [21]

Figure 3: �e architecture of TypeSQL along with an example of how it assign types and
creates a prediction for MODEL COL. BothMODEL AGG andMODEL OPVAL has
a similar pipeline.

�e prediction process is mostly the same as in SQLNet. However, some of the words in the
questions are �rst given a type. Each word in the question given the column type is a column
in table schema. While the Knowledge Graph (KG) is used to determine that ”mort drucker”
is a person. �ese types are then used in the column a�ention mechanism to help deciding
an appropriate weight for each word.

3.5 SyntaxSQLNet

�e SyntaxSQL algorithm aims to increase SQLNet’s understanding of nested queries and
di�erent SQL keywords. One step towards this goal was accomplished by adding a syntax
tree-based decoder. An example of how such a tree is generated can be seen in Figure 4.
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Figure source: [22]

Figure 4: Given an input section SyntaxSQLwill generate a SQL treewith the same semantics
as the correct SQL translation.

�e algorithm also divides the decoding process into 9 modules which each handles predic-
tions for a single SQL component. �e modules being the following.

• IUENModulewhichmakes predictions forINTERSECT,UNION,EXCEPT, andNONE.

• KW Module which makes predictions for the GROUP BY, ORDER BY and WHERE
keywords.

• COL Module which makes predictions for table columns.

• OP Module which makes predictions for di�erent SQL operators except AND and OR.

• AGG Module which makes predictions for di�erent SQL aggregator functions.

• Root/Terminal Module which makes predictions for whether or not to generate a
new subquery or terminal value.
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• AND/OR Module which makes predictions for the AND or OR operators between two
conditions.

• DESC/ASC/LIMIT Module which makes predictions for the DESC, ASC and LIMIT
keywords if the ORDER BY keyword already has been predicted.

• HAVINGModulewhichmakes predictions for theHAVING keyword if theGROUP BY
keyword already has been predicted.

�ese modules are part of a SQL grammer illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure source: [22]

Figure 5: Illustrates the SQL grammar used in the decoding process. �e colors help indi-
cate what token each node in a SQL Generation (Figure 4) represents. �e stack
represents the history where tokens predicted by the modules is pushed. It also
illustrates how the current token and history determines what module to call.

Basically the algorithm will traverse the SQL generation node by node, categorize it as a
token and call a corresponding module based on the current token and history. Where the
module in turn may or may not predict a token and push it onto the history stack. To allow
generating nested queries both the IUEN and Root/Terminalmay generate ROOT which
can recursive activate the IUEN module.
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4 Method

�is section will explain how the results were gathered and analysed, including how the al-
gorithms were modi�ed.

4.1 Data Collection

To evaluate a NLP to SQL algorithm with Spider there exists a dev.json �le and
evaluation.py script. Where the dev.json �le contains 1034 questions of various dif-
�culty. �e algorithm is supposed to generate a prediction for each question in this �le and
print them to a .sql �le. �e evaluation.py script takes the generated .sql pre-
diction �le and compares it to a �le which contains the correct answer for each question
(dev_gold.sql). �e evaluation.py script then prints out a table with all of the scores
to STDOUT. See [16] for more details about the Spider evaluation process. All results in this
paper was produced using an evaluation of the prediction on questions in dev.json. �e
distribution of questions inside this dataset can be seen in Table 1. Each algorithm was tested
bothwith andwithout word embedding on aWindows 10machine using a 3.40 GHz processor
and 8GB RAM.

Table 1 Spider question count
Easy Medium Hard Extra hard All
250 440 174 170 1034

�e test environment (Figure 6) to gather the results enables sending a �le such as dev.json
to both algorithms and automatically have them generate a .sql prediction �le and note
how long it took to produce it. �era�er the prediction �le is then automatically evaluated
by Spider a�erwards. Both of the algorithms supports the speci�c .json format required
by Spider as well as generating prediction .sql �les out of the box. �e only part which
needed to be manually added was measuring the execution time. One of the primary issues
with running the algorithms is that they can optionally require a 5GB large embedding to
be loaded. Since this embedding takes several minutes to load it becomes rather impractical
to have this occur every time a prediction needs to be generated. To solve this problem a
server was setup which loads the word embedding on startup. �is server is also responsible
for handling the desired communication between the algorithms and Spider. Communication
with the server is in turn done through HTTP requests which can either make the server give
back a prediction or evaluation �le as a response.
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Figure 6: Shows the test environment for �nding the performance of TypeSQL and Syn-
taxSQL.

A�er noticing a signi�cant di�erence in execution time in the initial test of the algorithms an
additional script for seeing how the algorithms execution time is a�ected by the amount of
questions to answer. �e following pseudo-code explains how this simple script works.

function get_execution_times(start, end):
spider_questions = load_json("dev.json")
questions = []
execution_times = []

for(i = start; i < end; i++):
questions.add(spider_questions[i])
result = run_algorithms(questions)
execution_times.add(result.execution_time)

return execution_times

�e generated data from this script is visualized in Figure 11. �is method was mainly used
here to compare the di�erence in execution time between the algorithms. Due to the al-
gorithms consistency in generating a prediction in the same amount of time for di�erent
questions inside the Spider dataset this method is reliable in this instance. However the algo-
rithms could also have wildly di�erent performance depending on what type of question is
being asked. In that case this simple way of comparing execution time may not be as reliable
for this purpose.

4.2 Data Analysis

To compare the algorithms, I looked at the di�erence between the measurements generated
by Spider. Evaluating NLP to SQL algorithms with the dataset and measurements provided by
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Spider is currently a new approach. �ey are however based onWikiSQL [12] which is rather
well tested. �e authors of WikiSQL (which are also the authors of Spider) have in fact made
it into a competition to submit papers which tries to break the record of having the highest
accuracy in each category. Which is a concept they carried over to Spider. �is competition
have gathered a noticeable following among NLP to SQL experts. �e goal of this competition
is to submit papers on algorithms which tries to get the highest possible scores.

4.3 Modi�cations

In order to run the algorithms on a Windows machine some compatibility issues had to be
solved. �e algorithms are wri�en in Python 2.7 but they also use a tool called PyTorch
[11] which only works on Windows in Python 3 or later. Where Python 3 contains breaking
changes compared to Python 2.7. �e chosen solution to this problem was to upgrade both
algorithms from Python 2.7 to Python 3. In theory this should not cause any change in per-
formance in the algorithms as this process only includes replacing deprecated features with
newer replacements. However since the algorithms have likely not been tested on Windows
10 previously there may be other issues the Python 3 compiler cannot detect.

�e evaluation.py script prints its output to STDOUT. �is was modi�ed to instead print
out the result to a .txt �le with slightly di�erent forma�ing. While the algorithms output
was tweaked to include the execution time. �e time was measure by saving the time before
the algorithms makes a prediction and again a�er the predictions had been made.

5 Results and analysis

�e spider evaluation of TypeSQL with a word embedding is shown in Table 2.

Table 2 �e Spider evaluation of TypeSQL when using the word embedding.
Easy Medium Hard Extra hard All

Execution accuracy 15.2% 7.5% 9.2% 5.3% 9.3%
Exact matching accuracy 18.8% 5.5% 4.6% 2.4% 8.0%

Component matching accuracy 84.3% 81.7% 56.2% 45.1% 66.8%
SELECT 60.5% 34.6% 56.9% 30.0% 43.8%

SELECT (no $AGG) 61.7% 35.0% 57.5% 30.0% 44.4%
WHERE 21.0% 19.7% 9.9% 4.9% 15.4%

WHERE (no $OP) 21.0% 20.2% 28.4% 13.4% 20.6%
GROUP (no HAVING) 22.7% 23.9% 12.2% 26.4% 22.6%

GROUP 0.0% 18.8% 12.2% 23.6% 17.5%
ORDER BY 37.0% 17.7% 63.6% 80.0% 53.6%
AND/OR 100.0% 92.2% 93.1% 89.2% 93.8%
IUEN 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

With an execution accuracy of 9.3% it shows that the algorithm struggles to understand the
complex Spider database schema. It is however notable that the component matching accu-
racy reaches a high value of 66.8% for all questions. Which means the algorithm o�en predicts
the correct components but does not use them in a way to produce the right result. How this
result compares to when excluding the word embedding is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Compares the performance of using word embedding and not with TypeSQL.

�e result suggests that the word embedding does indeed increase the accuracy but is not
crucial for the algorithm to work. It is however possible that the word embedding plays more
of a role as the accuracy of the algorithm increases. Table 3 shows the spider evaluation of
SyntaxSQL with the word embedding.

Table 3�e Spider evaluation of SyntaxSQL when using the word embedding.
Easy Medium Hard Extra hard All

Execution accuracy 25.6% 22.0% 26.4% 15.9% 22.5%
Exact matching accuracy 44.4% 22.7% 23.0% 2.9% 24.8%

Component matching accuracy 76.2% 74.5% 63.5% 62.5% 69.2%
SELECT 77.2% 55.7% 80.5% 60.4% 65.8%

SELECT (no $AGG) 80.5% 56.6% 81.6% 60.9% 67.2%
WHERE 54.6% 36.3% 18.1% 15.2% 33.3%

WHERE (no $OP) 55.6% 46.4% 42.6% 29.1% 44.8%
GROUP (no $HAVING) 53.6% 51.1% 69.8% 69.7% 59.3%

GROUP 50.0% 45.1% 67.4% 68.4% 55.4%
ORDER BY 53.6% 48.5% 68.4% 80.0% 64.8%
AND/OR 100.0% 90.5% 89.6% 88.0% 92.2%
IUEN 0.0% 0.0% 7.7% 0.0% 4.3%

�e result is overall signi�cantly be�er than TypeSQL but an execution accuracy of 25.6%
is typically not enough for the algorithm to be usable in a real world application. Similar
to TypeSQL there is also a high component matching accuracy which means the algorithm
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o�en predicts the correct components but does not use them in a way to produce the right
result. Worth noting is the fact that IUEN (INTERSECT, UNION, EXCEPT, NONE) queries
drags down the overall accuracy here as the algorithm only manages to get an accuracy of
4.3% on the questions in this category. How this result compared to when excluding the word
embedding is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Compares the performance of using word embedding and not with SyntaxSQL.

�e result is very similar to the e�ect of removing the embedding from TypeSQL. �is result
also suggests that the word embedding does increase the accuracy but is not crucial for the
algorithm to work. How the overall performance of the algorithms compares is shown in
Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Compares the algorithms execution, exact matching and component matching ac-
curacy on all questions.

SyntaxSQL is overall more accurate than TypeSQL. However, the component matching accu-
racy is still fairly similar. Which suggests SyntaxSQL is not much more accurate in prediction
the correct components but knows be�er how they should be used to produce the right result.
How the algorithms performance compares on di�erent di�culty levels is shown in Figure
10.
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Figure 10: Shows both algorithms execution accuracy for all questions in di�erent di�cul-
ties.

SyntaxSQL has an overall be�er performance in each di�culty. Interestingly SyntaxSQL also
has the highest accuracy for hard questions while both algorithms struggle slightly more
with medium di�culty compared to hard questions. How the execution time is a�ected by
an increasing amount of questions to process is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Shows how the execution time (how long it takes to generate a prediction for all
questions) is a�ected by the number of questions sent to the algorithms.

In exchange for the increased accuracy of SyntaxSQL (Figure 9) it takes longer to run. Also
notable is the fact that the curve is fairly linear. Which means the algorithms can handle
many di�erent types of questions with similar execution time.

6 Discussion

�e results show that SyntaxSQL is signi�cantlymore accurate than TypeSQL in everymetric.
�is is likely because Spider tests advanced SQL understanding which SyntaxSQL primarily
aims to improve support for. Although SyntaxSQL is more accurate it is typically not accurate
enough to get roughly one out of four questions correct in a real world application. �e accu-
racy for both algorithms should however increase when trained on a less complex database. In
fact, TypeSQL managed to achieve an execution accuracy of 74.5% on the WikiSQL task [12].
In exchange for the increased accuracy SyntaxSQL does have a slower execution time than
TypeSQL. However, it is debatable how big of problem this is. I would assume most interfaces
using this type of algorithm would typically handle one question at a time. It is also inter-
esting to note that the exact matching accuracy can be higher than the execution accuracy
(see for example the easy column in Table 3). Which means even if the query is considered
an exact match it could produce the wrong result. �is is possible because exact matching
only checks a rough equality in order to avoid problems such as SELECT col1, col2
and SELECT col2, col1 being considered di�erent queries. It also seems the word em-
bedding is not crucial for either algorithm to function. It can be removed for a slight drop
in accuracy. Both algorithms struggles the most with any queries involving INTERSECT,
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UNION, EXCEPT or NONE which is an important issue to look further into when trying to
improve the algorithms.

A�er �nishing my work I noticed that the authors of TypeSQL and SyntaxSQL have also ran
tests on the Spider dataset. �ey similarly got a 8.0% exact matching accuracy for TypeSQL
and 24.8% exact matching accuracy for SyntaxSQL [4]. Since my tests got the same results it
suggests that the tests was indeed ran correctly and that the modi�cations (Section 4.3) does
not a�ect the algorithms ability to transform questions into SQL. �e highest score on the
Spider leaderboard is currently held of Microso�’s IRNET algorithm [7] with a 61.9% exact
matching accuracy. �ey have identi�ed two primary challenges called the mismatch and
lexical problem. �e mismatch problem is the mismatch which occurs between a natural lan-
guage question and its corresponding SQL query since SQL is designed to e�ectively query
relational databases. While the lexical problem is the issue of predicting words outside the
domain of the training dataset. �e IRNET algorithms tackles these problems with schema
linking and intermediate representation. �e idea behind the schema linking is to identify the
columns and the tables mentioned in a question, and to assign di�erent types to the columns
based on how they are mentioned in the question. Which is similar to the idea behind Type-
SQL. �e di�erence is that IRNet assigns di�erent types to the columns based on how they
are mentioned in the question. While the intermediate representation aims to create a bridge
between natural language and SQL by creating a tree-based generation similar to SyntaxSQL.
�e di�erence is that the tree-based generation also tried to create a stronger relation with
the question.

6.1 Limitations

�e conducted tests does potentially not capture the strength of TypeSQL well. �is could
be due to questions not containing information where the implemented type system ma�ers.
It could also be that the type system does increase the accuracy for quite a few questions,
but not enough to give a higher accuracy than SyntaxSQL. An interesting experiment would
be to add the type system to SyntaxSQL and see if that improves the accuracy further. �e
execution time test is also not necessarily entirely reliable. It is possible that TypeSQL could
still be slower in speci�c types of questions for example. However, considering the range of
di�erent questions provided by Spider this seems unlikely.

6.2 Conclusion and Recommendations

Neither of these algorithms can handle the complex databases and questions provided by
Spider very well. SyntaxSQL does at best have a 25.6% execution accuracy on easy questions.
In order to be more usable in practice the algorithms should either be used on a simpler
database or trained further to specialize in a speci�c use-case. In this case, you may want
to try TypeSQL if you want a fast algorithm for simple SELECT queries. �is performance
will be especially noticeable if many questions needs to be answered. While SyntaxSQL can
be used to achieve higher accuracy and be�er support for complex SELECT queries. �e
word embedding can also be excluded from both algorithms in exchange for a slight drop
in accuracy. I would also suggest keeping an eye on the Spider leaderboard [4] to follow
the rapid advancements in this area. In fact, while writing this thesis a new algorithm called
IRNET [7] wri�en byMicroso� was published. It managed to take the number one spot on the
Spider leaderboard with a 61.9% exact matching accuracy. Unfortunately not every algorithm
published is open source. However, there will always be a paper describing the algorithm.
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6.3 Future Work

�ere is still quite a bit more work which needs to be done before these algorithms can be
viable to use with complex databases. One idea to make the algorithms more usable in prac-
tice without increasing the complexity is to have them generate several di�erent predictions
for a question and then present the results for each to the user. �e idea is then that at least
one of these prediction will hopefully be correct and give the user the result they are looking
for. However, this method will still not help with questions the algorithms is unable to trans-
late properly. Naturally it would be a good idea to look into other algorithms on the Spider
leaderboard (such as IRNET [7]) for possible ways to improve both TypeSQL and SyntaxSQL.

Arguably the most important part the algorithms does not support is the CREATE, DELETE,
UPDATE and INSERT operations. �e primary issues with these operations is that it is
typically not acceptable to have them be inconsistent since they change the content of the
database. Currently it seems like a be�er idea to let a more traditional syntax-centered algo-
rithm handle these operations. �is is because these algorithms typically makes it possible
to de�ne speci�c rules which makes sure the question is parsed correctly for these sensitive
operations. �e issue with this being that it can require quite a lot of manual work to de-
scribe speci�c translation rules. An example of a system which can be customized to easily
add reliable support for these operations is C-Phrase designed by Minock [9].

With the way the algorithms are programmed it is not a trivial task to make them work with
languages other than basic SQL. �is is partly since the SQL language logic is not encapsu-
lated and rather sca�ered among all the de�ned Python modules. A possible solution to this
problem would be to encapsulate all of the language speci�c logic in its own package/module.
�at way it would easier to rede�ne this logic and add support for similar languages such as
SparQL. Where SparQL is a language with very similar syntax to SQL but has the objective to
query ontologies for instances of objects. It is however important to notice that a change in
the language would also require a dataset to train on for that speci�c language. Some inspi-
ration can be taken for general algorithms which transforms natural language to code such
as [19].
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